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Introduction

This is Innovative Language Learning.

Go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this course and sign up for your
FREE lifetime account.

The course consists of lessons centered on a practical, real-life conversation.

In each lesson, first, we'll introduce the background of the conversation.

Then, you'll hear the conversation two times:

One time at natural native speed and one time with the English translation.

After the conversation, you'll learn carefully selected vocabulary and key grammar concepts.

Next, you'll hear the conversation 1 time at natural native speed at the end of the lesson.

Finally, practice what you have learned with the review track. Repeat the words and phrases you 
hear in the review track aloud to practice pronunciation and reinforce what you have learned.

Before starting the lessons, go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this
course and sign up for your FREE lifetime account.
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Formal French

Julie Martin Bonjour Monsieur.
Robert DuPont Bonjour Madame.
Julie Martin Comment vous vous appelez?
Robert DuPont Je m'appelle Robert.

Formal English

Julie Martin Hello, Sir.
Robert DuPont Hello, Ma’am.
Julie Martin What is your name?
Robert DuPont I’m Robert.

Informal French

Julie Martin Salut.
Robert DuPont Salut.
Julie Martin Comment tu t'appelles?
Robert DuPont Je m'appelle Robert.

Informal English

Julie Martin Hi
Robert DuPont Hi.
Julie Martin What's your name?
Robert DuPont I’m Robert.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
Madame Ma'am, Mrs. noun feminine
Monsieur Sir, Mr. noun masculine

vous you - formal personal pronoun
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comment how adverb
Salut. Hi, Bye. (informal) noun masculine

Bonjour. Hello. (formal) noun masculine
(tu) t'appelles (You - Informal) are

called, are named, are +
first name

pronominal verb /
reflexive of appeler

Tu you - informal personal pronoun
(je) m'appelle (I) am called ,I am

named, I am + first name
pronominal verb /

reflexive of appeler
je I personal pronoun

(vous) vous appelez (You - formal) are called pronominal verb /
reflexive of appeler

Mademoiselle Miss noun feminine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Bonjour Madame. "Hello Ma'am."
Madame Anne-Marie Dupont. "Mrs Anne-Marie Dupont."
Monsieur Smith est invité à la conférence. "Mr. Smith is invited to the conference."
Monsieur Moulin est le président de l'association. "Sir Moulin is the president of the association."
Vous êtes ici. "You are here."
Vous vous appelez David. "You are called David."
Comment ils vont? "How are they ?"
Comment tu t'appelles? "What is your name?"
Salut Pierre! "Hi, Peter!"
Salut, Estelle. "Bye, Estelle."
Bonjour Monsieur. "Hello Sir."
Comment tu t'appelles? "What is your name?"
Tu t'appelles Jane. "You're (named) Jane."
Tu as 20 ans. "You are 20 years old."
Tu vas au travail. "You go to work."
Je m'appelle Nicolas. "I'm Nicolas."
Je dîne tous les soirs vers 19 heures. "I eat diner every evening around 7 pm."
Je vais bien. "I am well."
Vous vous appelez Jean Reno. "Your name is Jean Reno."
Mademoiselle et Madame. "Miss and Mrs."
Mademoiselle, vous avez de la monnaie? "Miss, do you have change?"
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Grammar Points

Tell or ask a name

To ask or say the name of a person in French, use the verb s'appeler. The literal translation is "to be
named," or "to be called," or "to call oneself." For example,  Je m'appelle Marie translates in English
to “I'm named Mary” (literally “I am Mary”).

Verb: s'appeler

A look at s'appeler reveals the following:

1. the infinitive form is identical to the infinitive in English of “to be called,” Once you conjugate the
verb with the subject, it is commonly referred to as an infinitive verb form of conjugation. 
2. it is a regular verb
3. it is from the 1st verb group
There are 3 verb groups in French. The 1st group includes regular verbs ending in -ER in their
infinitive form.

As you can see, there is an -s and an apostrophe in s'appeler. This tells you that the verb is a reflexive
verb, or in French, un verbe pronominal.

We use the pronominal verb s'appeler, as we do many others, to reflect information back to a person or
thing. In other words, the action (main verb) is performed on the subject itself. In order to reference the
subject performing an action upon himself, herself or itself, we use a reflexive pronoun. (See the
Grammar Bank item.)

Cultural Insight

French Language

French is a Romance language that originates from Latin (the language of the Roman Empire). It was
originally spoken in France, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Switzerland. Today about 300 million people
around the world—in at least fifty-four countries and regions—speak French as a native or second
language. It is an official language in twenty-nine countries, most of which form what is called in
French, La Francophonie, or the community of French-speaking nations. It is an official language of
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all United Nations Agencies.
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Formal French

Pretty Julie Enchantée, Monsieur Martin.
Clever Robert Moi aussi.
Pretty Julie Au revoir.
Clever Robert Bonne journée, Madame Dupond.

English

Pretty Julie Nice to meet you, Mr. Martin.
Clever Robert Me, too.
Pretty Julie Bye.
Clever Robert Have a good day, Mrs. Dupont.

Informal French

Pretty Julie Enchantée, Robert.
Clever Robert Moi aussi.
Pretty Julie Salut.
Clever Robert À bientôt, Julie.

Informal English

Pretty Julie Nice to meet you, Robert.
Clever Robert Me, too.
Pretty Julie Bye.
Clever Robert Have a good day, Julie.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

Enchanté(e). Pleased / Nice to meet
you. (said by female

speakers)

adjective Enchantée (feminine)
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Bonne journée. Have a nice day. phrase
au revoir goodbye

salut hi, bye (informal) noun masculine
content(e) happy (masculine) happy

(feminine)
adjective contente (feminine)

moi me stressed pronoun
(pronom tonique)

aussi too, also adverb
journée day noun feminine

moi aussi me too phrase
à bientôt See you soon. interjection, phrase
connaître to know verb singular

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Elle est enchantée de vous voir. "She is pleased to see you."
Il est enchanté de vous rencontrer. "He is pleased to meet you."
Bonne journée Monsieur Martin! "Have a nice day Monsieur Martin!"
Salut Pierre! "Hi, Peter!"
Salut, Estelle. "Bye, Estelle."
Mon ami et moi sommes contents de vous
rencontrer.

"My friend and I are happy to meet you."

Il est content et elle est contente. "He is happy sand she is happy."
Allons à la plage toi et moi ! "Let's go to the beach, you and me!"
Jacques et moi, nous sommes amis. "Jacques and me, we are friends."
Elle apprend aussi le français. "She also learns French."
Elle apprend aussi le français. "She learns French too."
C'est une belle journée. "It is a beautiful day."
Moi aussi, je suis anglais. "Me too, I am English."
Au revoir, et à bientôt. "Bye, and see you soon."
Je ne veux pas connaître mon destin. "I don't want to know my destiny."
Je connais Denzel Snipes ! "I know Denzel Snipes!"

Grammar Points

Greetings and Farewells
Enchantée, Robert.
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"Nice to meet you, Robert."

When? Greeting "English"
In the morning Bonjour "Hello"
In the afternoon Bonjour "Hello"
In the evening Bonsoir "Hello"
At night Bonsoir "Hello"
All day Bonjour "Hello"
All day (informal) Salut "Hi"

Greeting Farewell "English"
In the morning Bonjour "Bye, have a good morning"
In the afternoon Bon après-midi "Good afternoon"
In the evening Bonsoir / Bonne soirée "Good evening"
At night Bonne nuit "Good night"
All day Au revoir, Monsieur / Madame "Bye, Sir / Ma'am"
All day (informal) Salut "Bye"

Note:
To give your farewell and you know you'll be back right a way with tyour interlocutor, you can say À
tout de suite.

Dialog Expansion

Once You have been introduced to a person for the first time, you can say  

Enchanté "Nice to meet you" (said by a mon)
Enchantée "Nice to mmet you" (said by a woman)

Enchantée. Vs. Enchanté.
Female speakers use enchantée, while male speakers say enchanté. For all practical purposes,
pronunciation is the same.
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To reply back when the speaker told you Enchanté(e), you can say in 

a) Standard French:
Moi aussi "Me too" or Enchanté(e) "Nice to meet you"

b) Formal French:
Moi de même "Me too" or Enchanté(e) "Nice to meet you"

Cultural Insight

The Difference Between tu and vous:

You have two translations in French: tu and vous. The act of referring to someone with tu, the informal
second person (you), is expressed by the verb tutoyer. Vouvoyer means to refer to someone with vous,
the formal second person (you). You cannot use both when speaking to one person. Therefore, it's
important to know the differences between them. Otherwise, you could find yourself in an
embarrassing situation.

Tu is the second person familiar form of you, and it demonstrates informality. Tu is used when
speaking to someone you are comfortable with, close to, or intimate with, such as a friend, a romantic
interest, a relative, etc. People of higher social status also use tu when addressing those in a lower one.
For example, both a boss speaking to an employee or a master to his pet may use tu.

Vous can be both the formal form of you and the plural form of you. We use vous to show respect or
maintain a certain distance or formality with someone. Vous is used in formal situations, or when you
don't know or are not well acquainted with, the person you are speaking with. Use vous when speaking
to someone you don't know well, an elderly person, your boss, or anyone to whom you wish to show
respect. Moreover, you always use vous when you are talking to two or more persons (or things).

If you are not comfortable, or you are not sure if you should use tu or vous, play it safe by using vous.
Let the other person give you authorization to use tu or simply ask, "Je peux vous tutoyer?" [Can I use
tu with you (when speaking)?]
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Formal French

Julie Dupont Oh Robert ! Encore vous !
Robert Martin Bonsoir. Comment allez-vous ?
Julie Dupont Très bien, merci. Bonne soirée.
Robert Martin À bientôt !

Formal English

Julie Dupont Oh, Robert! You again!
Robert Martin Good evening. How are you?
Julie Dupont Very good, thank you. Enjoy the party.
Robert Martin See you soon.

Informal French

Julie Dupont Oh Robert! Encore toi !
Robert Martin Salut. Comment tu vas ?
Julie Dupont Très bien, merci. À plus.
Robert Martin À bientôt !

Informal English

Julie Dupont Oh, Robert! You again!
Robert Martin Hi. How is it going?
Julie Dupont Very good, thank you. Later.
Robert Martin See you soon.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
encore still , again. adverb
bonsoir good evening noun masculine

très very adverb
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aller to go verb
comment how adverb

toi you stressed pronoun
(pronom tonique)

corresponding to the 2nd
person singular (Tu)

bientôt. soon adverb of time
soirée evening, party noun feminine
merci thank you interjection
bien good adjective or adverb
tu you personal pronoun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Il boit, mais il a encore soif. "He drinks, but he’s still thirsty."
Le client est encore revenu pour se plaindre. “The customer came back again to complain.”
Il est encore ici. Demain il va encore à Marseille. "He is still here. Tomorrow he is going to

Marseille again."
Bonsoir, Mesdames et Messieurs. "Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen."
Le restaurant est très bien. "The restaurant is very good."
Il parle très vite. "He speaks very fast."
Très bien. "Very good."
Marie va en Egypte. "Mary goes to Egypt."
Comment tu t'appelles ? "What is your name?"
Comment ça va ? "What's up? How are you?"
Tu fais quoi, toi ?  "What do you do?"
Toi, tu viens avec moi. "You, you are coming with me."
Au revoir, et à bientôt. "Bye, and see you soon."
Bientôt, je vais au travail. "Soon, I 'm going to work."
Elles se préparent pour la soirée. "They get ready for the evening."
Quelle bonne soirée. /Je vais à une soirée. "What a nice evening! / I am going to a party."
Merci énormément. "Thanks a lot."
Mille mercis. "A thousand thanks."
Ce n'est pas bien de mentir. "It's not nice to lie."
Très bien. "Very good."
C'est bien. "It is good."
Tu devineras la réponse. "You will guess the answer."
Tu es étudiant. "You are a student."
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Grammar Points

The French Verbs aller and the question word comment
Comment allez-vous ?
"How Are You?"

To ask "how (a person) is" in French, we use the verb aller. It literally means, "to go."

Formal: 

1. Comment allez-vous? "How are you?"
2. Je vais très bien. "I am very well."
3. Très bien. "Very well."

Informal: 

1. Comment ça va? "What's up?"
2. Comment tu vas? "How are you?"
3. Ça va? "What's up?"
4. Je vais bien. "I am fine."
5. Bien. "Fine."

Note 1: Word order for comment can be placed at the beginning or end of a question.

For example:

1. Comment tu vas?
2. Tu vas comment?

Note 2: Word order for aller: The verb aller can also change positions in the question "How are you?"

For example:

1. Comment + subject + verb? Comment tu vas? 
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- Comment + verb + subject? Comment vas-tu?
- INCORRECT- Vas-tu comment?

 

Cultural Insight

Greeting With Kisses-Don't Be Surprised!

For the French, kissing is a part of life and multiple kisses are normal. Paris adopted a four kiss
greeting years ago and it has stuck ever since. The sequence is a kiss on each cheek, with each kiss
alternating cheeks. In other regions they use a three kiss routine and in most other parts of France they
employ a two kiss greeting.
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Formal French

Pretty Julie D'où vous êtes ?
Clever Robert Moi, je suis de Kleinfrankenheim*.
Pretty Julie Kla-hin-frank-hen-stha-in ? Vous êtes allemand ?
Clever Robert C’est Klein-frank-en-heim. Non, je suis français.

*is a small village of a couple of hundred inhabitants in the region of "Alsace" located in
north east of France.

Formal English

Pretty Julie Where are you from?
Clever Robert Me, I am from Kleinfrankenheim.
Pretty Julie Kla-hin-frank-hen-stha-in? Are you German?
Clever Robert It's Klein-fran-ken-ha-im. No, I am French.

Informal French

Pretty Julie D'où tu es ?
Clever Robert Moi, je suis de Kleinfrankenheim.
Pretty Julie Kla-hin-frank-hen-stha-in ? Tu es allemand ?
Clever Robert C’est Klein-frank-en-heim. Non, je suis français.

Informal English

Pretty Julie Where are you from?
Clever Robert Me, I am from Kleinfrankenheim.
Pretty Julie Kla-hin-frank-hen-stha-in? Are you German?
Clever Robert It's Klein-fran-ken-ha-im. No, I am French.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
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non no adverb
allemand german adjective masculine

être to be verb
où where adverb of place

français(e) French adjective française (feminine)

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Non, je ne suis pas Madame Henri. "No, I’m not Madame Henri."
Non, je ne suis pas d'accord. "No, I don't agree."
Non, ce n'est pas vrai. "No, it's not true."
Un cours d'allemand. "A German course."
Il vaut mieux être seul que mal accompagné. "It is worth more to be alone than badly

accompanied."
Il semble être heureux. "He seems to be happy."
Être ou ne pas être. "To be or not to be."
Où tu es ?   "Where are you?"
La chanteuse Vanessa Paradis est française. "The singer Vanessa Paradis is French."

Grammar Points

"To Be"- Part 1
D'où tu es ?
"Where are you from?"

To ask the city or country of origin someone is from in French, we use the verb être.

For example:

"Where are you from?"
Formal Informal
D'où vous êtes? D'où tu es?
Vous êtes d'où? Tu es d'où?

Verb to be : être

It is an irregular verb, which describes:
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1. People (physical description or jobs)
Vous êtes petit. "You are small." Je suis chanteuse. "I am a singer." (said by a woman

2. Events- La réunion est intéressante. "The      meeting is interesting."
3. Ideas- Le concept est nouveau. "The concept      is new."
4. Emotional or physical      states- Je suis content. "I      am happy."

Language Expansion:  
Don't confuse the questions:

D'où vous êtes ? "Where are you form?" asking about your native place.
Où vous êtes ? "Where are you?" asking about yourlocation at the moment of speaking.

Cultural Insight

France-A Greeting Territory?

Historically speaking, we consider France to be a la terre d'accueil (greeting territory). For many
years, France has been a compelling place that offers universally recognized principles such as the
vote for the proclamation of Human Rights during the French Revolution in 1789, and declaring the
equality of the Jewish Community in 1791. Consequently, this proclamation of equality still gives
shelter to any persecuted foreigner today. From this point forward, it also helps those who had
difficulties in their own homeland (or other cultural or ethnic locations) to assimilate into French
Society.

This terre d'accueil pertains to certain events such as:

1. The "White      Russian" after the October 1917 Bolshevik Revolution
2. The Armenians escaping the      Turkish genocide
3. European citizens escaping      persecution due to their origins
4. French republicans after      the 1936-1939 war

Unfortunately, during World   War II, France was not as welcoming. During the Vichy Regime,
xenophobia was present. Since July 1940, France excluded people working for the government who
were born from one foreign parent, and they took citizenships away from foreigners.
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Throughout history people from different walks of life have come to France and decided to stay, which
created a melting pot. Thus, the culture began to include items more common in places outside of
France such as the kebab (a sandwich with meat), or the use of Arabic words in the language (faire la
nouba- informal for "go party"). Nouba is an Algerian word meaning "one after the other." We use it
in reference to the music played periodically when one musician played at a time in front of a
dignitaries' house.
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Formal French

Pretty Julie Taxi !
Clever Robert Bonjour, Les Champs Elysées, s'il vous plaît.
Taxi driver D'accord.
Pretty Julie Qu’est-ce que c’est ?
Clever Robert Un musée, c’est le musée Auguste Rodin, le sculpteur.
Pretty Julie Et ça, qu’est-ce que c’est ?
Clever Robert Une tour, la ...
Pretty Julie ... tour Eiffel Pfff* bien sûr !
Clever Robert Et les Champs Elysées.

*French uses many onomatopoeias (onomatopées). These are words that imitate the sound of
a thing or action by a vocal imitation of the sound associated with it (such as buzz, hiss)

Formal English

Pretty Julie Hey, taxi!
Clever Robert Hello, the Champs Elysées, please.
Taxi driver Sure.
Pretty Julie What is it?
Clever Robert A museum, it’s the museum of Auguste Rodin, the sculptor.
Pretty Julie And this, what is it?
Clever Robert A tower, the…
Pretty Julie (cuts
him short)

…Eiffel tower! Pfft, of course!

Clever Robert And the Champs Elysées!

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

une a indefinite article feminine
le the masculine singular definite article masculine
un a indefinite article masculine
les the definite article - plural masculine plural
la the feminine singular definite article feminine

musée museum noun masculine
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sculpteur sculptor noun masculine
tour tower noun feminine
c'est it's contraction

Qu'est ce que c'est ? what is it? phrase
Et ça c'est quoi ? And this/that what is it? phrase

ça it, this, that demonstrative adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Pour une quiche, j'ai besoin de trois oeufs. "For a quiche, I need three eggs."
Une jeune fille. "A young girl."
Le supermarché est au centre commercial. "The supermarket is at the mall."
Le chocolat de Suisse. "The chocolate of Switzerland."
Un beau chat noir. "A beautiful black cat."
Un homme. "A man."
Les études des analyses sont en cours. "The studies of the analysis are in process."
Les langues latines. "The latin languages."
La boisson est excellente. "The drink is excellent."
La leçon. "The lesson."
Ce musée est intéressant. "This museum is interesting."
Le musée d'Orsay. "The Orsay museum."
Le sculpteur présente ses oeuvres. "The sculptor presents his art work."
La tour de Pise est penchée. "The Pise tower is leaning."
La tour Montparnasse. "The Montparnasse tower"
C'est mon père. "It's my father."
Qu'est ce que c'est Le Louvre ? "What is Le Louvre?"
Ça c’est de l’art. "This is art."
Comment ça va ? or Ça va ? "How are you ?" (informal) The word "ça" is a

contraction of "cela" meaning it in English.  We
use it in idiomatic expression as Comment ça va ?
or to refer to objects or thoughts.

Grammar Points

A Very Important French Question
Qu'est-ce que c'est ?
"What Is It?"
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To ask what something is in French, we formulate the question like this:
Qu'est-ce que c'est? "What is it?"

This basic question will be essential in learning new vocabulary or the name of a landmark, as was the
case in this dialogue. It is formed with the question word

Qu'est ce que :
Qu'est ce que means "what" and is an interrogative pronoun. Qu'est ce que has two other forms: 
- que is the formal form and 
- quoi is the informal form.

Example:
Qu'est-ce que tu regardes ? "What are you looking at?"
Que regardes-tu ? "What are you looking at?"
Tu regardes quoi ? "What are you looking at?"

C'est 
"It is"

To answer the question Qu'est-ce que c'est ?, use C'est.
It means "it is." C'est is the contracted form of cela est, which literally translates as "this is" or "that
is."

Example:
C'est le musée du Louvre. "It's the Louvre museum."
C'est la tour Montmartre. "It's the Montmartre tower."
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Formal French

Clever Robert Oh, magnifique !
Pretty Julie Merci.
Clever Robert Non pas vous, ELLE elle est magnifique !
Pretty Julie Hein ?
Clever Robert Le baiser ! La statue de Rodin !

Formal English

Clever Robert Wow, gorgeous!
Pretty Julie Thank you.
Clever Robert No, not you! SHE is gorgeous.
Pretty Julie Huh?
Clever Robert The Kiss, Rodin’s statue!

Informal French

Clever Robert Oh, magnifique !
Pretty Julie Merci.
Clever Robert Non pas toi, ELLE elle est magnifique !
Pretty Julie Hein ?
Clever Robert Le baiser ! La statue de Rodin !

Informal English

Clever Robert Wow, gorgeous!
Pretty Julie Thank you.
Clever Robert No, not you! SHE is gorgeous.
Pretty Julie Huh?
Clever Robert The Kiss, Rodin’s statue!
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Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

magnifique gorgeous adjective feminine or masculine
non no adverb

merci thank you interjection
vous you - formal pronoun
statue statue noun feminine
baiser kiss noun masculine
elle she pronoun feminine
la the feminine singular definite article feminine
le the masculine singular definite article masculine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

La statue est magnifique. "The statue is wonderful."
Non, je ne suis pas d'accord. "No, I don't agree."
Merci énormément. "Thanks a lot."
Et vous, vous êtes en vacances? "And you, you are in vacation?"
La statue est grande. "The statue is tall."
Un baiser est agréable. "A kiss is nice."
Elle est petite. "She is small."
Marie, elle est jolie. "Mary, she is pretty."
La boisson est excellente. "The drink is excellent."
La leçon. "The lesson."
Le supermarché est au centre commercial. "The supermarket is at the mall."
Le chocolat de Suisse. "The chocolate of Switzerland."

Grammar Points

Articles
Le baiser ! La statue de Rodin !
The Kiss, Rodin's statue!

In the previous lesson, you had your first encounter with articles. There are two types of articles in
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French just as in English:

1. Definite articles- le (masculine / singular) , la (feminine / singular), les (plural)
2. Indefinite articles- un (masculine / singular), une (feminine / singular), des (plural)

Each type of article has its own function.

Indefinite articles

We use indefinite articles in front of nouns that refer to non-specific things or persons, or used in a
general non-specific context. In other words, we use indefinite articles when we don't know exactly
which one (thing or person) we are talking about. We also use indefinite articles when we refer to a
thing, person or concept for the first time.

Definite articles

We use them when referring to specific things, people, or concepts. We also use them when speakers
are referring to the same thing, person, or concept they mentioned in a previous conversation.

Example:

Le Musée d'Orsay ? C'est un musée parisien. Dans le musée, il y a une boutique de souvenirs, une
exposition temporaire et un jardin.

"The Orsay Museum? It's a Parisian museum. In the museum, there is a souvenir store, a temporary
exposition, and a garden."

Cultural Insight

French Pronunciation

After listening to several dialogues, you've probably noticed that the French language is musical. This
is because the French pronounce syllables within words using the same volume. The English stress
certain syllables. However, in French this phenomenon doesn't exist.
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Moreover, the French link many final consonants with the next word. The absence of stressed syllables
combined with liaisons (see the note in the Grammar Bank from Newbie Lesson #4) is what gives
French its rhythm. The words flow together like music.
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Formal French

“Attention, Mesdames et Messieurs. Le train de Nice a une heure de retard”

Pretty Julie Vous allez bien ?
Clever Robert Non. J’en ai marre !
Pretty Julie Oh là, là. Vous n'allez pas bien !
Clever Robert Non, je ne vais pas bien du tout !

Formal English

“Attention ladies and gentlemen, the train for Nice is one hour late.”

Pretty Julie Are you okay?
Clever Robert No, I‘m fed up.
Pretty Julie Ooh la la. You’re not well.
Clever Robert No, not at all.

Informal French

“Attention, Mesdames et Messieurs. Le train de Nice a une heure de retard”

Pretty Julie Ça va ?
Clever Robert Non. J’en ai marre !
Pretty Julie Oh là, là. Ça ne va pas !
Clever Robert Non pas du tout !

Informal English

“Attention ladies and gentlemen, the train for Nice is one hour late.”

Pretty Julie Are you okay?
Clever Robert No, I‘m fed up.
Pretty Julie Ooh la la. You’re not well.
Clever Robert No, not at all.
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Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

j'ai I have verb
Non, pas du tout No, not at all negation

bien well adverb
aller to go verb

Ça va ? Are you okay? phrase
ça ne va pas it's not going well phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

J'ai une voiture. "I have a car."
Monsieur n'aime pas du tout le café sucré. "Sir doesn't like sweet coffee at all."
C'est bien fait. "It's well done."
Tu voudrais aller faire les courses avec moi? "Would you like to do the groceries with me?"
Comment ça va ? "How are you?"

Grammar Points

Say NO!: La negation
Ça ne va pas !
"You're not well."

To negate in French and form a negative statement, we use two particles: ne and pas.
We place ne before the verb and pas after. When the verb starts with a vowel, use n' instead of ne in
front of the verb as in

Subject + ne / n' + verb + pas

Example:
French  "English"
Je ne suis pas content. (said by a man) "I am not happy." 
Ça ne va pas des masses ! (informal French) "I am not vvery well."
Il ne mange pas de viande. "He doesn't eat meat."
Ne courez pas! "Don't run."
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If you are talking and using a compound tense that is composed of a verb with two elements, place ne
in front of the first element, and pas after it.

Example:
French "English"
Je n'ai pas bu de vin. "I didn't drink wine."
Vous n'avez pas pris de dessert. "You didn't take any dessert."

Language Expansion:

These two particles are required when writing a negative statement, but we usually omit the first
particle when speaking.

Ça ne va pas ! (written form or standard speaking) "I'm not well."
Ça va pas ! (informal speaking) "I'm not well."

Cultural Insight

Stereotypes: Whining and Being Rude

Many people ask me if French people are rude and whine a lot. This is what I tell them. In my
experience, the opinions of foreigners traveling in France divide, depending mainly of their own
experience. As in any place, you'll find wonderful people and rude ones. It is true that if you go to an
extremely touristic place anywhere in the world such as Paris, the tendency is that the local people are
not always at their best behavior. They are tired of dealing with large crowds.

Let's not forget individual behavior though. If you make an effort to speak the little or large amount of
French you know, the reaction will more likely be a positive one. If the conversation gets too difficult,
French people will switch to English to be helpful.

Moreover, the love-hate relationship between American and French people has a long history dating
back several centuries ago which explains some of the negative stereotypes that French people carry.
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Formal French

Clever Robert Vous parlez anglais ?
Pretty Julie Oui, un peu. Robert, tutoie-moi maintenant.
Clever Robert D'accord. Tu parles français ?
Pretty Julie Oui, je le parle.

Formal English

Clever Robert Do you speak English?
Pretty Julie Yes, a little. Robert, you can use tu with me now.
Clever Robert Okay. Do you speak French?
Pretty Julie Yes, I speak French.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

peu (a) few, (a) little adverb
un a, an indefinite article masculine

parler to speak, to talk verb
d'accord okay, I agree expression

maintenant now adverb
tutoyer to use tu verb

oui yes adverb
anglais english noun masculine

le the masculine singular definite article masculine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Je veux un peu de fromage. "I want a little cheese."
Vous parlez un peu le français.   "You speak a little French."
Un peu d'eau. “A little water.”
Tu parles espagnol ? "Do you speak Spanish?"
Je parle anglais et français. "I speak French and English."
Je suis d'accord. "I agree."
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Je pars maintenant. "I'm leaving now."
Tu peux me tutoyer. "You can use tu."
Tutoie-moi. "Tell me tu"
Oui, c'est certain. "Yes, it's certain."
Cet homme est anglais. "'This man is English."
L'anglais est la langue des affaires. "English is the business language."
Le supermarché est au centre commercial. "The supermarket is at the mall."
Le chocolat de Suisse. "The chocolate of Switzerland."

Grammar Points

The Art of Conjugation!
Vous parlez anglais ?
"Do you speak English?"

Today, we are going to discover French verbs. We will talk about how they function and how to form
them. We can classify verbs into three categories. The different groups consist of verbs in the infinitive
form.

Example: 

parler "to speak"

The first two groups of verbs consist of regular verbs. The third verb group classifies a wide range of
irregular verbs only. To classify verbs in each group, you have to look at their endings in the infinitive
form.

  1. The first verb group includes regular verbs in the infinitive form ending with -er

- parler "to speak, to talk"
- chanter "to sing"

  2. The second verb group includes regular verbs in the infinitive form ending with -ir

- applaudir "to applaud"
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atterrir "to land"

  3. The third verb group includes all the irregular verbs with various endings in the infinitive form

- faire "to do, to make"
- partir "to leave"

Examples:
French "English"
Je parle français et anglais. "I speak French and English."
Tu parles un peu français. "You speak a little French."
Il parle espagnol. "He speaks Spanish."

Language Expansion

Be aware of the difference between peu and un peu

Sylvain parle peu anglais "He speaks a tad bit of English."
Célinel parle un peu l'anglais "He speaks a little bit of English."

Cultural Insight

Foreign Languages and French People

French people are known to not speak foreign languages. Even though public schools offer many
European languages, the importance of learning them is not a priority for young students. However, as
you travel through France you will find that many French people in their 20s and 30s will be able to
hold a conversation with you or answer questions in foreign languages. This is especially true for
French, German, and English. Usually, the older generations from modest, social backgrounds do not
speak any foreign languages.

If you need to get information while in the country, talk to a young person by greeting him or her in
French and ask them respectfully if they speak your language.
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Formal French

Pretty Julie Je vou….
Clever Robert Chut, regarde le film !
Jeanne Moi Jeanne, toi Tarzan !
Tarzan Hein?
Jeanne Moi Jeanne, toi Tarzan. Vous comprenez le français ?
Tarzan Pardon ? Je ne comprends pas.
Jeanne Vous comprenez le français ?
Tarzan Lentement, s'il vous plaît.
Jeanne Vous-com-pre-nez-le-fran-çais ?
Tarzan Ah ! Oui un peu.

Formal English

Pretty Julie I’d…
Clever Robert Shh, watch the movie!
Jane Me Jane, you Tarzan!
Tarzan Huh?
Jane Me Jane, you Tarzan! Do you understand French?
Tarzan Sorry? I don’t understand!
Jane Do you understand French?
Tarzan Slowly, please.
Jane Do-you-un-der-stand-French?
Tarzan Ah! Yes, a little.

Informal French

Pretty Julie Je vou….
Clever Robert Chut, regarde le film !
Jeanne Moi Jeanne, toi Tarzan !
Tarzan Hein ?
Jeanne Moi Jeanne, toi Tarzan. Tu comprends le français ?
Tarzan Pardon ? Je ne comprends pas.
Jeanne Tu comprends le français ?
Tarzan Lentement, s'il te plaît.
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Jeanne Tu-com-prends-le-fran-çais ?
Tarzan Ah ! Oui un peu.

Informal English

Pretty Julie I’d…
Clever Robert Shh, watch the movie!
Jane Me Jane, you Tarzan!
Tarzan Huh?
Jane Me Jane, you Tarzan! Do you understand French?
Tarzan Sorry? I don’t understand!
Jane Do you understand French?
Tarzan Slowly, please.
Jane Do-you-un-der-stand-French?
Tarzan Ah! Yes, a little.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

film movie, plastic wrap noun masculine
toi you stressed pronoun

(pronom tonique)
corresponding to the 2nd

person singular (Tu)
regarder to look verb

Chut! Sh, shush interjection* Chut is an
interjection, a word

expressing an order or a
feeling

Lentement, s'il te plaît Slowly please. phrase
pardon pardon, excuse me

comprendre to understand verb
Vous comprenez le
français ?(formal)

Do you understand
french? (formal)

phrase

Tu comprends le français
?  (Informal)

Do you understand
French ?

phrase

Je ne comprends pas. I don't understand. phrase
s'il vous plaît please (formal) expression
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Utilise le film transparent pour les sandwichs. "Use the plastic wrap for the sandwiches."
Les films de Steven Spielberg sont captivants. "Steven Spielberg movies are captivating."
Tu fais quoi, toi ?  "What do you do?"
Toi, tu viens avec moi. "You, you are coming with me."
Je regarde ma montre. "I look at my watch."
Chut, tais-toi !  

Grammar Points

or use the phrase Je ne comprends pas. using the verb comprendre

It is part of the family of verbs ending in -endre. In the previous lesson, we studied how French verbs
are classified. The verb comprendre (to understand) is an irregular verb from the third verb group.
Most verbs whose infinitive form ends with -endre follow the same conjugation pattern:

Singular Person Comprendre Apprendre Vendre
First Je comprends Je apprends Je vends
Second Tu comprends Tu apprends Tu vends
Third Il, Elle, On comprend Il, Elle, On apprend Il, Elle, On vend

Some of these verbs ending in -endre are:

French "English"
prendre "to take"
apprendre "to learn"
entendre "to hear"
vendre "to sell"
surprendre "to surprise"
entreprendre "to undertake"
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Cultural Insight

Tip: Speak French in French Speaking Countries

Begin a conversation with a French person in French, regardless of how rusty your French is. It's the
best way to assure a positive greeting even if he or she knows some English. The French take pride in
their culture and language, and the best way to show your interest is to make your best attempt to
speak their language-even if it's just a few mispronounced words. What matters is that you've shown
your motivation to take part in their culture. Many times, French people will then come to your rescue
in English if they noticed that you have difficulty speaking French.
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Informal French

Coworker Oh hou ah hou !
Clever Robert Excuse-moi, je ne comprends rien !
Coworker Qui est-ce ?
Clever Robert Ben, qui ?
Coworker La jolie fille, là !
Clever Robert Ben, c’est ma fille !

Informal English

Coworker Oh woooooow!
Clever Robert Excuse me, I don’t understand a thing!
Coworker Who is she?
Clever Robert Hmm, who?
Coworker The pretty girl over there?
Clever Robert That's my daughter!

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

rien nothing indefinite pronoun
jolie pretty adjective feminine
c'est it's contraction

là there adverb of place
fille girl, daughter noun feminine

Qui c'est ? Who is it? question
ma my feminine singular possessive adjective feminine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Rien n'est prêt. Nothing is ready.
Une jolie jupe. "A pretty skirt."
C'est mon père. "It's my father."
Il est là. "He is there."
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Une fille vient te voir. "A girl is coming to see you."
Qui c'est ? C'est Kamel, le voisin. "Who is it? It's Kamel, the neighbor."
Ma petite amie est Marie. "My girl friend is Mary."
Ma mère est grande. "My mom is tall."

Grammar Points

Who is It/This/That?
Qui est-ce ?
"Who is she?"

To ask the identity of a person we use questions with qui.

Some common ways to ask this question are:

1. Qui est-ce ? (academic form used especially when writing and also when speaking in fromal
situation) "Who is it?"

2. Qui c'est ? (standard form when speaking) "Who is it?"
3. C'est qui ? (informal form when speaking) "Who is that?" or "Who is this?"

In these three forms, you can notice

- the interrogative pronoun qui 
- the group of word c'est 

The letter c followed by the apostrophe stands for the cela*. It is the subject of the verb form est which
infinitive is être .

*NOTE: Cela is never used in questions with qui in today's French language.

Cultural Insight

Interjections, Onomatopoeias, and Iconic Functions
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What these three types of expressions have in common is the ability to reproduce or express the reality
around us.

Interjections
Interjections are expressions depicting an emotion that have no grammatical link to a sentence. Some
examples are expressing gratitude with Bravo, or the wish to see someone again with Au revoir, or joy
with hip-hip hooray.

Onomatopoeias
Onomatopoeia is a word or a group of words imitating a sound. A common example is an animal noise
such as cock-a-doodle-do (cocorico).

Iconic Functions
An iconic function is a stereotyped expression as Oh, là , là !

French people may frequently use any of these three types of expressions to express themselves by
using noises. Often, it is to fill an uncomfortable silence. The more you are acquainted with native
speakers and with the language, the more you will be aware of the nuances and details of the language
including the making of noises in an informal conversation. An excellent example is in the movie Mr.
Bean's Holiday. In one scene, he reproduces the noise the French girl makes while she is thinking and
driving her car to Cannes.
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Formal French

Sweety Aurélie Bonjour, Monsieur.
Co-worker Bonjour, Mademoiselle.
Clever Robert Henri, voici ma fille Aurélie.

Sweety Aurélie Papa, qui est-ce ?
Clever Robert C’est mon collègue.

Formal English

Sweety Aurélie Hello, Sir.
Co-worker Hello, Miss.
Clever Robert Henry, this is my daughter Aurélie.

Sweety Aurélie Dad, who is this?
Clever Robert This is my colleague.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
collègue coworker noun feminine or masculine

mon my masculine or
feminine singular

possessive adjective masculine or feminine

ma my feminine singular possessive adjective feminine
voici This is preposition

Mademoiselle Miss noun feminine
Monsieur Sir, Mr. noun masculine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Mon collègue Henri et ma collègue Marie sont
sympathiques.

"My coworker Henri and my coworker Marie are
nice."

Dans mon bâteau, j’ai une baignoire. "In my boat, I have a bathtub."
C'est mon père. "It's my father."
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C'est une jolie armoire. C'est mon armoire. "It's a nice wardrobe. It's my wardrobe."
Ma petite amie est Marie. "My girl friend is Mary."
Ma mère est grande. "My mom is tall."
Regardez ! Voici la Tour Eiffel. "Look! Here is the Eiffel Tower."
Mademoiselle et Madame. "Miss and Mrs."
Monsieur Smith est invité à la conférence. "Mr. Smith is invited to the conference."
Monsieur Moulin est le président de l'association. "Sir Moulin is the president of the association."

Grammar Points

My coworker, my daughter.
Express possession.

To show possession or relation between people and object for example, the possessive adjectives are
used.

Examples:
Ma fille étudie le droit. "My daugther studies law."
Mon vélo est dehors. "My bike is outside."

Mon vs Ma

When you want to speak about your poseesions, use either mon or ma. Both of these possessive
adjectives means "my."

Ma is only used with feminine nouns.

Examples with ma:
Il parle à ma mère. "He talks to my mother."

However mon can be used with masculine nouns as well as feminine nouns. 
To know when to use mon with feminine nouns, make sure tthat the nun starts with a vowel as in

Examples with mon:
Il parle à mon père. "He talks to my father."
Il parle à mon amie Sylvie. "He talks to my friend Sylvie."
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Formal French

Clever Robert Écoute ! Qu’est ce que c’est ?
Sweety Aurélie Heu ...
Clever Robert Écoute ! C’est quoi ?
Sweety Aurélie C’est mon portable ! ... Allô ? Oh, maman !
Nous sommes au centre ville. Il y a des gens partout !

Formal English

Clever Robert Listen! What is that?
Sweety Aurélie Huh?
Clever Robert Listen! What is it?
Sweety Aurélie Oh it’s my cell phone! … Hello? Oh, mom! We are downtown.  People

everywhere!

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
portable cell phone noun masculin
partout everywhere adverb
gens people noun plural

centre ville downtown noun masculine
nous we personal pronoun

maman mom noun feminine
Allô hello (on the phone) interjection

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Le portable est neuf. "The cell is new."
Les moustiques sont partout.   "Mosquitos are everywhere."
Enfin, les gens arrivent. "Finally, people are arriving."
Il y a beaucoup de monde au centre ville. "There are many people downtown."
Nous voulons vous donner ce cadeau de
remerciement.

"We want to give you this thank you gift."
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Nous voyageons ensembe. "We travel together."
Nous apprenons le français. "We learn French."
Ma maman travaille. My mom works.
Allô qui est à l’appareil ? "Hello, who is on the phone?"

Grammar Points

Give instructions

In the dialog Robert instructs Aurélie to listen. To give instructions, the imperative is used.

Tense and verb form

To give an instruction to a person you are familiar with, form the verb at the 2nd person singular at the
imperative tense.

To conjugate, form and spell correctly the regular verbs in ending in -er from the first verb group, first
eliminate the last two letters -er from the infinitive verb and second add the verb ending -e.

Examples:
French infinitive verb: "English" - Imperative verb form "English"
Écouter: "to listen" - Écoute ! "Listen!"
Regarder: "To look" - Regarde !  "Look!"
Manger: "to eat" -  Mange ! "Eat!"
Prendre: "to take" - Prends des notes ! "Take notes!"

Language Expansion

Notice that at the imperative, the -s (from the 2nd person indicative present ending) is dropped for the
1st group verbs ending in -ER. The following sentences in the indicative present only state a fact.
However the sentences at the imperative indicate an instruction or order.

Examples:
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French infinitive verb: French Indicative Present - "English" - French imperative "English"
Écouter: Tu écoutes. "You listen."- Écoute ! "Listen!"
Regarder: Tu regardes. "You look." - Regarde ! "Look!"
Manger: Tu manges. "You eat." - Mange ! "Eat!"
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Formal French

Sweety Aurélie Oui Aurélie, J'écoute ? Oh mère !
Wiz Alice Êtes-vous avec père ?
Sweety Aurélie Vous avez dit ?
Wiz Alice Êtes-vous avec père ?
Sweety Aurélie Oui père est là.

Formal English

Aurélie Yes this is Aurélie, I'm listening. Oh mother!
Wiz Alice Are you with father?
Aurélie What did you say?
Wiz Alice Are you with father?
Aurélie Yes, father is here.

Informal French

Sweety Aurélie Allô ? Oh, maman !
Wiz Alice Est-ce que tu es avec ton père ?
Sweety Aurélie Pardon ?
Wiz Alice Tu es avec ton père ?
Sweety Aurélie Oui, il est là.

Informal English

Aurélie Hello? Oh, mom.
Wiz Alice Are you with your father?
Aurélie Excuse me?
Wiz Alice Are you with your father?
Aurélie Yes, he is here.
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Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

père father noun masculine
votre your (formal) possessive pronoun masculine or feminine
avec with preposition
ton your (informal) Possessive Adjective masculine or feminine

Est-ce que Is it, Is that phrase
là there adverb of place
il he personal pronoun masculine

il est He is phrase
tu es you are (informal) phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Le père de Cathie est strict. "Cathie’s father is severe."
Votre ami arrive. "Your friend is coming."
C'est avec intérêt que je vous écoute. “It's with interest that I listen to you.”
Je suis avec Frédéric. "I am with Frederic."
C’est ton stylo ? "Is this your pen?"
Est ce que c'est  une Cadillac ? "Is it a Cadillac?"
L’hôtel est là. "The hotel is there."
Il marche. He walks.

Grammar Points

Yes or No?

To get information from someone, yes/no questions can be asked. 

Est-ce que tu es avec ton père ? 
"Are you with your father?"

Yes/no questions can only be answered with yes or no or equivalent expression in meaning as Bien sûr
(of course) or Certainement pas (Certainly not). In French, they are called closed questions (questions
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fermées) which the answer is limited to affirming or negating the information. Three structures are
possible to formulate a yes/no questions.

Yes/no questions (questions fermées) structures

Est-ce que + subject + verb + complement ?
Subject + verb + complement ?
Verb + subject +  complement ?

Examples:
1- Vous êtes le guide ? Oui. Are you the guide? Yes.
2- Est-elle la réceptioniste? Non. Is she the receptionist? No.
3- Est-ce que vous voulez une boisson ? Oui. Would you like a drink? Yes.
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Formal French

Clever Robert Alice, vous avez faim ?
Wiz Alice Oh oui ! J'ai faim et j'ai soif.
Clever Robert Nous allons au restaurant ?
Wiz Alice D’accord. On y va ?

Formal English

Clever Robert Alice, are you hungry?
Wiz Alice Oh yes ! I am hungry and thirsty.
Clever Robert Let’s go to the restaurant?
Wiz Alice Okay. Let’s go?

Informal French

Clever Robert Alice, tu as faim ?
Wiz Alice Oh oui ! J'ai faim et j'ai soif.
Clever Robert On va au restaurant ?
Wiz Alice D’accord. On y va.

Informal English

Clever Robert Alice, are you hungry?
Wiz Alice Oh yes ! I am hungry and thirsty.
Clever Robert Let’s go to the restaurant?
Wiz Alice Okay. Let’s go.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

restaurant restaurant noun masculine
au at / to / in preposition of place

faim hunger noun feminine
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soif thirsty noun feminine
on we / people personal pronoun 3rd

person singular
y there pronoun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Le restaurant est très bien. "The restaurant is very good."
Je suis au restaurant. "I am at the restaurant."
Je suis au Portugal. "I'm in Portugal."
J'ai faim. "I'm hungry."
Tu as soif ? "Are you thirsty?"
Toi et moi, on parle anglais et français. You and me, we speak English and French.
On va à Paris? We go to Paris?

Grammar Points

I Am Hungry!

The verb Avoir

To express that you are hungry or thirsty in French, you use the verb avoir. The literal translation of
avoir is "to have." for example, J'ai un ami espagnol. "I have a Spanish friend."

We use this verb frequently as être (to be) and therefore you must know it perfectly, as its use is very
common.

Avoir translates in English to the verb "to be" when speaking of age, thirst or hunger.

Examples:
J'ai 30 ans. "I am thirty years old."
J'ai soif. "I am thirsty."
Il a faim. "He is hungry."
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Cultural Insight

One, two, three or four star restaurant?

The Michelin Red Guide (Le Guide Michelin) is a well-known guide which rates restaurants and
hotels. The competition is fierce for fine chefs to get rated three, four or five stars. The inspectors
come in anonymously about every eighteen months and rate from the restaurant design to the service
of the staff as well as the dishes. Some of their food ratings are the presentation, the taste, the texture
and so on.

There is also another kind of guide which is the Michelin Green Guide. There is a green guide for each
region of France which gives you information about points of interest and their cultural and historical
description.
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Formal French

Serveur Bonjour Monsieur.
Clever Robert La carte, s’il vous plaît.
Serveur Vous prendrez quelque chose à boire ?
Clever Robert Un demi, s’il vous plaît.
Wiz Alice Et nous avons faim, un poulet frites s'il vous plaît.

Formal English

Waiter Hello, Sir.
Clever Robert The menu, please.
Waiter Would you like something to drink ?
Clever Robert A beer please.
Wiz Alice And we are hungry too, some chicken and fries please.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

frites fries, French fries noun feminine
poulet chicken noun masculine

(un) demi half beer, draft beer noun masculine
s’il vous plaît. please. (formal) expression.

carte menu, map, card noun feminine
s'il te plaît please (informal) expression

des some article feminine
un a, an indefinite article masculine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Les enfants adorent manger les frites. Children love to eat fries
Le poulet rôti, c’est délicieux. Roast chicken, it's delicious.
Un demi litre de bière. "Half a liter of beer."
Un café, s’il vous plaît. A coffee, please.
Puis-je payer par carte bancaire ? Can I pay by credit card?
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Je suis perdu et je n'ai pas de carte ! I am lost and I have no map!
La carte des vins, s'il vous plaît. "The wine list, please."
Ouvre la fenêtre pour aérer s'il te plaît ! “Open the window please!”
Une bouteille d'eau, s'il te plaît? A water bottle, please?
Un renseignement, s'il te plaît   

Grammar Points

Please?

To ask politely for something, 'please' is added to a request. It can also be used to get someone's
attention.

Uses:
1- Get someone's attention:
Example: Monsieur, s'il vous plaît?  Sir, please ?

2- Polite request:
Example Un verre d'eau, s'il vous plaît. A glass of water, please.

Form
There are two forms

- informal s'il te plaît
- formal s'il vous plaît.

The verb form plaît is the conjugation of plaire meaning 'to please.' Literally S'il te plaît or S'il vous
plaît means 'if it pleases you.

Cultural Insight

Beer in France
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One of the first alcoholic beverages associated with France is wine. Despite the success of French
wine, nowadays, beer is the drink of choice when socializing, especially with the young generation.
One reason is perhaps the low cost of beer compare to a glass of wine in restaurants or bars.

In the 1900s more than a 1000 breweries operated in France. Unfortunately historical events, and the
decline in interest in beer tasting resulted in the disappearance of many beer manufacturers in the 60's
and 70's. Some family run breweries managed to survive and started to produce special beers in the
late 70s.

Some of these early special beers such as Castelain and La Chouette were manufactured with ale yeast,
and were produced in northern France in the region of Nord Pas-de-Calais. Their main competition at
the time was pilsner beer brewed by Kronenbourg and Heineken. The beers of northern France have a
brewing process which includes a second fermentation at a few degrees above 0°C called guarding or
lagering which from their beer are named "bière de garde".

In the mid-80s two regions were producing most of the beer - Nord/Pas-de-Calais and Alsace.
Nowadays, breweries are present in rural areas as in Brittany. Still on the rise today, French beer
manufacturers offer many different kinds of beer from British, German, Belgian varieties to spiced and
seasonal style beers.
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Formal French

Serveur Alors, une bière et un poulet frites, ce sera tout ?
Clever Robert Oui.
Serveur Et pour vous madame ?
Wiz Alice Vous avez de l’agneau ?
Serveur Bien sûr, avec de la salade ou des pommes dauphines ?
Wiz Alice De la salade.

Formal English

Waiter Let’s see, a beer, some chicken, and some fries, that’s it?
Clever Robert Yes.
Waiter And for you Ma'am?
Wiz Alice Do you have lamb?
Waiter Of course, with some salad or Dauphine Potatoes?
Wiz Alice Some salad.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
salade salad noun feminine
agneau lamb noun masculine
pour for, to preposition

C'est tout. That's all, that's it. phrase
alors then, well adverb

pomme de terre potaoe noun feminine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

La salade est une entrée. "A salad is an appetizer."
L’agneau est le petit du mouton. "A lamb is the baby sheep."
Il étudie la chimie pour être pharmacien. "He studies chemistry to be a pharmacist."
C'est tout ce dont j'ai besoin. "That's all that i need."
Alors, tu viens ? "Well, you’re coming ?"
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Le «hachi parmentier» est un plat de pomme de
terre et de viande haché.

"The «hachi parmentier» is a dish made of
potatoes and ground meat."

Grammar Points

French articles

There are different kinds of articles in French: partitives (du, de la, del', des), indefinite (un, une, des)
and definite articles (le, la, les). Definite articles are used to denominate something already mention
earlier or known by both speakers.

Alors, une bière et un poulet et des frites, ce sera tout ?
"Let’s see, a beer, some chicken, and some fries, that’s it?"

Partitive articles vs indefinite articles

When talking about quantities without precision, partitive articles are used. The correct translation in
English of Du, de la, de l', des is some which can be omitted in English according to the grammatical
context. To refer to something in general use an indefinite article either un (a/am masculine), une (a/an
feminine) or des (the plural).

Examples:
1- C'est un végétarien. He is a vegetarian.
2- Il mange des légumes.  He eats vegetables.
3- Nous avons du vin et de la bière. We have some wine and some beer.

Partitive articles vs definit articles.

Partitive articles are used to refer to part of something as definit article are used to specific things or
persons.

Example
1- J'ai des bons amis, surtout ceux de mon enfance. I have some good friends, especially the ones from
my childhood.
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2- ll y a des meubles dans la maison? Is there furniture in the house?
3- Il y a seulement les meubles de cuisine. There is only the kitchen furniture.

Cultural Insight

Dauphine potatoes

This traditional and popular side dish is a fried mixture of mashed potatoes with butter and eggs.

The history of potatoes in France.

The first evidence of the cultivation of potatoes was found in the French region of Ardèche in the
middle of the 16th century. Probably arriving through Switzerland, potatoes were cultivated in the
middle of 17th century in the region of Franche-Comté, Dauphiné, Bourgogne to feed animals as the
French people believed it was toxic. Moreover as it didn't appear in the Bible, and was easily
cultivated, it was surely a "fruit" from the devil.

Antoine Augustin Parmentier was the first who promoted potatoes as beneficial for nourishment. In
fact after 100 years that potatoes were introduced in France, Antoine Parmentier was born in 1737.
While being prisoners form the Germans, he appreciated the nutritive value of potatoes.

After his captivity, the pharmacist started a campaign to popularize the culture of potatoes and
published several study to validate it.

Finally, he introduced a flowered stem of the potato plant to the King Louis the 16th who observed and
learned to appreciated the potato.

During the 1789 famine, the culture of potatoes spread to become a based product in the French diet.

Despite the name, french fries, which are cut from potatoes, are thought to be Belgian in origin (at
least by the Belgians!)
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Formal French

Un homme Où est l’hôtel ?
Pretty Julie À droite du restaurant.
Un homme Et où se trouve la banque ?
Pretty Julie À votre gauche.
Un homme Merci.
Pretty Julie De rien.

Formal English

Man Where is the hotel?
Pretty Julie To the right of the restaurant.
Man And where is the bank?
Pretty Julie On your left.
Man Thank you.
Pretty Julie You're welcome.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

hôtel hotel noun masculine
se trouver to be located, to meet, to

get together
verb

où where adverb
gauche left noun feminine
droite right noun feminine
votre your formal possessive pronoun masculine or feminine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

L'hôtel est bien situé. "The hotel is well located."
Les outils pour réparer la voiture se trouvent dans
le garage.

“The tools to prepare the car are in the garage.”

Où tu habites ? "Where do you live?"
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Votre ami arrive. "Your friend is coming."

Grammar Points

Say thank you

When you want to show your gratitude, a simple thank you can be much appreciated.

Merci.
"Thank you"

To say thank you in French the word Merci is used.
If you want to put emphasis on your appreciation, you can say

- Merci beaucoup. Thank you very much.
- Mille fois merci. Thanks a million.
- Merci bien. Thanks a lot. (can be sincere or sarcastic)
- Merci mille fois. Thanks a million.

De rien.
"You're welcome."

To respond to this expression, you can say De rien meaning literally "For nothing". In other words,
you performed a service or gave information without expecting anything in return.

Another expression to respond to thank you is À votre service meaning "you are available to the person
to help and fulfill a favor." That's literally translated as "at your service."

So let's look again at how to say thank you and respond:

Option 1:
- Merci. Thank you.
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- De rien. You're welcome.

Option 2:
- Merci. Thank you. 
- À votre service. At your service.
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Formal French

Une femme Où sont les toilettes, s’il vous plaît ?
Clever Robert Elles sont là, tout droit.
Une femme Et les toilettes des dames ?
Clever Robert En face des toilettes des hommes !

Formal English

A woman Where are the restrooms, please?
Clever Robert They’re there, straight ahead.
A woman And the ladies restrooms?
Clever Robert In front of the men restrooms!

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
hommes men noun masculine
dames ladies noun feminine

toilettes restrooms noun feminine
là there prepositon
où where adverb

Où sont les toilettes ? Where are the restrooms? question

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Ce sont les cabines d'essayage pour hommes. "They are fitting-rooms for men."
Les dames d’adord. "Women first."
Tu vas aux toilettes ? "Are you going to the restrooms ?"
L’avenue Général De Gaulle est là. "The General De Gaulle avenue  is there."
Où tu habites? "Where do you live?"

Grammar Points
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Give Directions

In the last lesson, we studied how to ask for a location. Now that we know how to ask for it, we should
get familiar with directions and some of the terms people use to give them in French. To do so, we
have to become acquainted with location indicators.

"Tout droit.  Devant les toilettes des hommes"
Straight ahead - in front of the men restrooms.

As in French we use different words and expressions to provide directions, there isn’t a specific
grammatical term to refer to them. We generally call them indicateurs de direction or "location
indicators". They can be adverbs of place, as là (there) or là-bas (over there) or prepositions of place
as devant (in front of).

The ones used in the dialog are: 
- Là, there. 
- tout droit, straight ahead. 
- en face de, in front of.

Language Expansion:

In France, people use commonly les toilettes (plural form), while in Belgium it is rather referred with 
la toilette (singular). You can also hear les cabinets or les WC pronounced « wece » in Belgium or
France. 
In Québec, both words la toilette ou les toilettes are used, even though the expressions salle de bain
and salle de toilette are also popular.
In the past to be more graceful, restrooms were called les cabinets d'aisances litterally the room of
ease or les lieux d'aisances the place of ease.  

Cultural Insight
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Where to Go When You Need to Go to the Restroom 

When such a need arises, there are several options available:

Go to Restrooms in Cafes

As courteous as you are- and in a hurry as well- order a coffee or another drink of your choice while
running to the restrooms. This way the restaurant staff won't be able to reprimand you for using their
facilities without consuming anything. You are still using it free because you don't pay anything extra
to use the toilet.

If you are brave and don't want to buy a drink, you can try to sneak in and use the toilet at your own
risk. Usually using a café's restrooms without a purchase is not welcome. Some cafés have paying
toilets where you need to slide a coin in. They are usually located in the basement, so look for the
stairs leading down and you should see the signs indicating where the restrooms are.

Free Public Toilets

Any public transportation station has them. You can also go to the department store and ask for their
location. In these public places, a staff-who will expect some change in return-usually keeps the toilets
clean.

Turkish Toilets

These toilets are the most special of all. They were commonly found in the rest areas on the French
highways and some Parisian cafes. They consist of a hole in the ground where you squat. Since the
70s, these low maintenance toilets are in extinction.

Pay Toilets

You can find them in most cities in the streets. Insert a coin and the door automatically opens. You
have a fifteen-minute window to use the restroom. Once you exit, the toilet folds and cleans itself. If
you see a red sign saying, "hors service" than either go to the next one to prevent loosing your coin, or
wait forever for the door to open!
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Formal French

Un homme Mince, je suis perdu. Vous pouvez m’aider ?
Pretty Julie Bien sûr.
Un homme Je cherche le musée du Louvre.
Pretty Julie Continuez tout droit. Prenez à gauche et traversez le boulevard. Vous

serez en face du musée.

Formal English

A man Gosh, I m lost. Can you help me?
Pretty Julie Of course.
A man I'm looking for the Louvre museum
Pretty Julie Go straight ahead. Turn left and cross the street. It will be in front of

you.

Informal French

Un homme Mince, je suis perdu. Tu peux m’aider ?
Pretty Julie Bien sûr.
Un homme Je cherche le musée du Louvre.
Pretty Julie Continue tout droit. Prends à gauche et traverse le boulevard. Tu seras

en face du musée.

Informal English

A man Gosh, I m lost. Can you help me?
Pretty Julie Of course
A man I'm looking for the Louvre museum
Pretty Julie Go straight ahead. Turn left and cross the street. It will be in front of

you.
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Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
traverser to cross verb
continuer to go on, to proceed regular verb  continuer
chercher to look for, to get, to

search
verb

aider to help regular verb
Vous pouvez You can -formal verb (2nd person plural

of pouvoir)
boulevard boulevard noun masculine

mince shucks, holy cow interjection
prendre to take verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Regardez des deux côtés et traversez la rue ! "Look on both sides and cross the street."
Continuez à parler français pendant votre
apprentissage, s’il vous plaît.

"Proceed speaking French during your training,
please."

Elle cherche son portefeuille. "She looks for her wallet."
Tu peux aider ta soeur? "Can your help your sister?"
Vous pouvez écouter des chansons en français. "You can listen to French songs."
Le boulevard Hausseman est à Paris. "The Hausseman boulevard is in Paris."
Zut ! J'ai fait une bêtise ! "Shucks ! I made a mistake !"
Mince ! j'ai oublié mon portable à la maison. "Shucks ! I forgot my cellphone at home."
Il a pris le train. "He took the train."

Grammar Points

Looking for a place.

To indicate a direction, verb of displacement can be used. In this lesson you will learn some of these
verbs, their infinitives and their conjugation at the 2nd person plural verb form to give direction in a
formal style.

Give direction in a formal manner.
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-------------------------------------------1st regular verb group in –ER --------------------------------------------

French infinitive form  English  French imperative form  English
 Continuer  to keep going / go on  Continuez  Keep going. / Go on.

 Traverser  to cross  Traversez  Cross.
 Tourner  to turn  Tournez  Turn.
 Arriver   to arrive  Arrivez  Arrive.

------------------------------------------ 3rd irregular verb group --------------------------------------------------

 French imperative form  English  French imperative form  English
 Prendre  to take  Prenez  Take.
 Aller  to go  Allez  Go.
 Partir  to leave  Partez   Leave.
 Sortir  to exit  Sortez  Exit.

Examples: 
1- Continuez tout droit. "Go straight. "
2- Prenez à gauche. Take a left. 
3- Traversez le boulevard. "Cross the boulevard."

Cultural Insight

Sacrebleu

This expression is rarely used in everyday conversation in France. You might hear it more often
humorously in Canada.

It is encountered in foreign cartoons or novels as a stereotypical expression used by French characters.
For example Agatha Christie's famous character Hercule Poirot made the expression well-known.

The origin of the phrase is not very clear. Different assumptions exist.

One of them is that the phrase is a derivative of the swearwords "sacré bleu", a reference to Maria
mother of Jesus associated to the color blue.
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Another one is a curse associated with God used in the Middle Ages, where "dieu" was used in the
phrase at the time and replaced later with the similar sounding word "bleu". The reason to replace
"dieu" for "bleu" was to diminish the offensive effect of the expression.

The word "Sacre" has many meanings as to crown, to name someone (knight, or best actor for
example) as well as to curse, especially common in Canada. Accordingly the meaning of the phrase
would be in English I curse by God.

Finally another assumption is the significance of bleu in the phrase. This color is also associated with
blood. As blood travels through the veins carrying blue blood with a low amount of oxygen, it
symbolizes emptiness and consequently evil. Thus "sacrebleu" is considered bad news.
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Informal French

Sweety Aurélie Un, deux, trois, nous irons chez toi,
Tiny Rémi Un, deux, trois, nous irons chez toi.
Sweety Aurélie Quatre, cinq, six, manger des cerises.
Tiny Rémi Quatre, cinq, six, manger des cerises,
Sweety Aurélie Sept, huit, neuf, avec mon panier neuf.
Tiny Rémi Sept, huit, neuf, avec mon panier neuf,
Sweety Aurélie Dix, onze, douze, elles sont toutes rouges.
Tiny Rémi Dix, onze, douze, elles sont toutes rouges.

Informal English

Sweety Aurélie One, two, three, we' ll go to your house.
Tiny Rémi One, two, three, we' ll go to your house.
Sweety Aurélie Four, five, six, eat some cherries.
Tiny Rémi Four, five, six, eat some cherries.
Sweety Aurélie Seven, eight, nine, with my new basket.
Tiny Rémi Seven, eight, nine, with my new basket.
Sweety Aurélie Ten, eleven, twelve, they are completely red.
Tiny Rémi Ten, eleven, twelve, they are completely red.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

aller to go verb
mon my possessive adjective feminine or masculine

cerise cherry noun feminine
manger to eat verb

chez to, at, in. preposition
toi you stressed pronoun

neuf new adjective masculine
tout(e) everything, all, every adverb toute (feminine)
panier basket noun masculine
avec with preposition
des some indefinite article
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Je vais chez Nicole. "I go to Nicole’s house."
Mon billet d'avion n'est pas cher. " My plane ticket is not expensive."
Il y a des cerises sur l’arbre. "There are some cherries on the tree."
Vous mangez le déjeuner à midi ? "You eat lunch at noon?"
Monsieur Martin est chez lui.  "Mr. Martin is at his home."
C’est toi qui va au supermarché. "It’s you who is going to the supermarket."
L’ipod est neuf. "The ipod is new."
Le portable est neuf. "The cell is new."
Il y a tout ici. "There is everything here."
C’est un panier en osier. "It is a wicker basket."
C'est avec intérêt que je vous écoute. “It's with interest that I listen to you.”
Je suis avec Frédéric. "I am with Frederic."
Il y a des mouches. There are some flies.

Grammar Points

Make descriptions.

To describe things or people adjectives are used.

Qualificative adjectives

are words which qualifies a person or an object. In the dialog there are two. They are

1- Neuf (new)
2- rouges (red)

Neuf means new and rouge means red. Both adjectives agree in gender and number with the noun it
qualifies.

Un panier (a basket) is masculine and singular, therefore neuf has the identical gender and number.
Rouge (red) qualifies les cerises (the cherries) which are feminine and plural as the word rouges is in
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the conversation. Here as the adjective rouge has already an -e, it is not necessary to add one for the
feminine.

Note that the adjective neuf is irregular and its feminine ending is in -euve as in la maison neuve (the
new house).

Mark of the feminine and plural

The rule for the mark of feminine is an - e and the mark of the plural is generally an - s.

Examples:

French Engslih
Une bague neuve. A new ring
Un vélo neuf. A new bike
Un pantalon noir. A black pair of pants
Une voiture noire. A black car
Les sacs noirs. A the black bags
Une maison bleue. The blue house
Des maisons bleues The blue houses
Un mur bleu. A blue wall
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Formal French

Madame Lanvin Vous êtes docteur ?
Monsieur Cardin Oui. Ma spécialité, c'est l'ophtalmologie. Et vous, vous êtes avocat ?
Madame Lanvin Oui. Ma spécialité, c'est le droit médical.

English

Madame Lanvin Are you a doctor?
Monsieur Cardin Yes, my specialty is ophthalmology. And you, are you a lawyer?
Madame Lanvin Yes, my specialty is medical law.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

vous êtes you are (formal or plural) conjugation
c'est it's, this is, that is contraction

spécialité specialty noun feminine
ophtalmologie ophthalmology noun

avocat lawyer, avocado noun masculine
docteur doctor noun masculine

droit law noun masculine
médical(e) medical adjective médicale

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Et vous, vous êtes en vacances? "And you, you are on vacation?"
C'est mon père. "It's my father."
Je suis mécanicien et ma spécialité ce sont les
voitures de courses.

"I'm a mechanic and my specialty is car racing.

J'étudie l'ophtalmologie pour soigner les yeux des
patients.

"I study ophthalmology to care for the patients'
eyes."

Mon ami est avocat. "My friend is a lawyer."
Le docteur travaille aux urgences. "The doctor works in the emergency."
Le docteur arrive. "The doctor is coming."
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Le droit est une réglementation. "Law is a regulation."
C'est un instrument médical. "It's a medical tool."

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson is Talking About Jobs and Specialties
Vous êtes docteur ?
"Are you a doctor?"

A rhetorical question you can use when meeting people for the first time is to ask about their job and
how they make their living. To ask about someone's job, you can use many different questions. The
most common one is the open question "What do you do?" We translate this as Qu'est-ce que vous
faites? [kes-khoe-vu-fet] or at a Newbie level, you can simply ask, "Are you a lawyer, doctor,
engineer?"

 

This yes-no question can be useful for several reasons. The first one is to know the person's
professional activity (of course) and the second is, at worst, to flatter them (if they don t have such a
job), or at best, to give a nice impression about yourself by guessing their way of making a living! Isn't
it nice to be a newbie?

 Asking About Someone's Job 

Before speaking with someone you don't know, the person's appearance plays an important role for in
your decision to engage in conversation. At first sight, you might suspect their social, professional, and
even marital status. Even though the appearance can be misleading, you can confirm first impressions
(at least some) after getting to know the person better. In the conversation, A's feeling about B's
appearance leads him to engage in dialogue and soon after, asks about B's suspected job with Vous êtes
docteur ? This means, "Are you a doctor?" You can also ask this English translation in French with a
different word-order than the first question in the conversation as in the following: Êtes-vous docteur ?

 

Both questions include the verb êtes in the second person plural form used with the formal pronoun 
vous, the equivalent of "you." Also in both French questions, Vous êtes docteur ? and Êtes vous
docteur ? you can replace the last word docteur with other professional titles in its place.
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Sample Sentences

  French "English"
Vous êtes cuisinier ? "Are you a cook?"
Êtes vous comptable ? "Are you an accountant?"
Vous êtes pilote d'avion ? "Are you a plane pilot?"
Êtes vous serveur ? "Are you a waitress?"
Vous êtes représentant commercial ? "Are you a salesman?"
Vous êtes infirmier ? "Are you a nurse?"
Vous êtes assistant maternelle ? "Are you a homemaker?"
Vous êtes informaticien ? "Are you a computer specialist?"
Vous êtes chargé d'opération ? "Are you an operation manager?"
Vous êtes ouvrier ? "Are you a factory worker?"
Vous êtes directeur de communication ? "Are you a director of communication?"
Vous êtes journaliste ? "Are you a journalist?"
Vous êtes Responsable développement des
ventes ?

"Are you a sales director?"

Language Tip

 Notice the difference between the English and French question structures. The English question
includes an article in front of the profession, which isn't present in the French question. So while
speaking and formulating the French question, be sure to not include an article in front of the
profession:

 

For Example:

1. CORRECT:
Vous êtes agent immobilier ?
"Are you a real estate agent?"

2. INCORRECT:
Vous êtes un agent immobilier ?
"Are you a real estate agent?"

Language Expansion
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 The professions given in examples 1 to 13 are in the masculine form. Below, you will find the
feminine form:

French "English"
Vous êtes cuisinière ? "Are you a cook?"
Êtes vous comptable ? "Are you an accountant?"
Vous êtes pilote d'avion ? "Are you a plane pilot?"
Êtes vous serveuse ? "Are you a waitress?"
Vous êtes représentante commercial ? "Are you a salesman?"
Vous êtes infirmière ? "Are you a nurse?"
Vous êtes assistante maternelle ? "Are you a kindergarten assistant?"
Vous êtes informaticienne ? "Are you a computer specialist?"
Vous êtes chargée d'opération ? "Are you an operation manager?"
Vous êtes ouvrière ? "Are you a factory worker?"
Vous êtes directrice de communication ? "Are you a director of communication?"
Vous êtes journaliste ? "Are you a journalist?"
Vous êtes responsable développement des
ventes ?

"Are you a sales director?"

Note:

For other job titles or professions post a comment for us in this lesson and we will reply with the most
common and up to date terminology.

 Tell Your Job Specialty

Most professional activities have various specialties. A cook can be more skillful in desserts or Indian
cuisine. A nurse can choose to specialize in ambulatory care or cardiology. In today's dialogue,
individuals ask the other what specialty they are in by replying with Oui to confirm their suspected job
position and with the following sentences to confirm their specialties:

1. The doctor:
Ma spécialité, c'est l'ophtalmologie.
"My specialty is ophtalmology."

2. The lawyer:
Ma spécialité, c'est le droit médical.
"My specialty is medical law."
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The standard phrase to use to tell your job specialty is Ma spécialité, c'est.... Word-for-word, we
translate this as "My specialty, it's...," best matching "My specialty is___." One of the following three
definite articles should follow this element:

1. l' and a noun starting with a vowel
2. le and a masculine noun
3. la and a feminine noun.

If your specialty requires a plural noun, the standard also requires modification by switching c'est  to 
ce sont to match the verb form number with the specialty. (See examples # 4 and 5.)

Sample Sentences

  Profession French Specialty "English Specialty"
For a professor: Ma spécialité, c'est

l'éducation de la petite
enfance.

"My specialty is young
children's education."

For a professional dancer: Ma spécialité, c'est la valse. "My specialty is valse."
For a waitress: Ma spécialité, c'est les

cocktails.
"My specialty is cocktails."

For an airplane pilot: Ma spécialité, c'est les
avions airbus.

"My specialty is airbus planes."
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Formal French

Un homme Bonjour, je voudrais un ticket de métro, s’il vous plaît.
Pretty Julie Un ticket Paris-visite ?
Un homme Qu’est-ce que c’est ?
Pretty Julie C’est un ticket valable de un à cinq jours pour le bus et le métro à Paris.

Formal English

A man Hello, I’d like a subway ticket, please.
Pretty Julie A ticket Paris Visite?
A man What is it?
Pretty Julie It’s a ticket valid up to five days for the bus and subway in Paris.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

bus bus noun masculine
jour day noun masculine
cinq five numeral adjective

valable valid adjective feminine or masculine
métro subway Noun masculine
ticket ticket noun masculine
pour for, to preposition

Qu'est ce que c'est ? what is it? phrase
vouloir to want verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Le premier bus est à cinq heures du matin. "The first bus is at 5 am."
Les jours fériés sont agréables. "Holidays are nice."
J’ai cinq doigts à une main ! "I have 5 fingers on one hand!"
Ce chèque cadeau est valable toute l’année. "This gift certificate is valid all year."
Le métro fonctionne jusqu’à deux heures du matin
en fin de semaine.

“The subway runs until 2:00 AM on the week
end.”
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Le métro est en retard. “The subway is late.”
Tiens, j’ai un ticket de bus pour toi. "Here you go, I have a bus ticket for you."
Il étudie la chimie pour être pharmacien. "He studies chemistry to be a pharmacist."
Qu'est ce que c'est Le Louvre ? "What is Le Louvre?"
Elle te veut. "She wants you."

Grammar Points

I'd like a...
Make a request or express a desire

To express a desire, ask, or wish for something, we use the verb vouloir. In order to make a polite
request, we conjugate the verb vouloir in the specific tense called le conditionnel présent.

Let's study different formulations to make a request using vouloir, from a straight forward one to the
highest level of politeness:

1. To express a strong desire or a straight forward request use:

Vouloir in the simple present called the présent de l'indicatif in French

Examples:
1- Straight Forward Request: Je veux un café. "I want a coffee."
2- Strong Desire: Vous voulez être millionnaire. "You want to be a millionaire."

2. To express a polite request or a wish use:

Vouloir in the conditionnel present tense. The literal translation in English is "would like."

Examples:
1- Polite request: Je voudrais un café. "I'd like a coffee."
2- Wish or desire: Vous voudriez être millionnaire. "You would like to be a millionaire."
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Cultural Insight

Paris Underground; Top Eighteen Subway Stations!

Subway Station: Abbesses
Art Theme: Patchwork
Line: 12
On the walls and ceilings of the longest stairways of this station (104 steps), artists from la Butte
Montmartre painted a huge patchwork.

Subway Station: Arts et Métiers
Theme: Submarine
Line: 11
In the world of 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, copper and mechanisms designed by the cartoonist
François Schuiten depict the inside of a submarine inside the Arts et Métiers museum. Jules Verne and
Captain Nemo are not far!

Subway Station: Assemblée Nationale
Theme: Graphic
Line: 12
Huge profiles made by Jean-Charles Blais symbolize the current politician holding office. Posters are
regularly changed.

Subway Station: Bastille
Theme: Revolution
Line: 1 and 5
At Line: 1
A ceramic fresco of 180 m2 represents part of the newspaper published during the French revolution.

At Line: 5
At one extremity of the station, they mounted the foundations of the Bastille prison with pictures of the
building engraved upon it. 

Subway Station: Bibliothèque François Mitterand
Theme: Avant-garde
Line: 14
In this recent station you will notice cathedral architecture. Line 14, the most recent one, is completely
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automatic. You can reach the front of the subway car from the driver's place.

Subway Station: Champs-Elysées Clémenceau
Theme: Enameled
Line: 1 and 13
The ceramic frescoes from Manuel Cargaleiro decorate the walls and corridors of the station which
emphasize the azulejos, or enameled tiles. Paris received them from Lisbon in a 1995 cultural
exchange.

Subway Station: Chaussée d'Antin Lafayette
Theme: Allegorical
Line: 7
The huge fresco painted on a metal frame by Hilton Mac Connico, covers the ceiling of the station and
represents Lafayette and the American Revolution.

Subway Station: Cluny-La Sorbonne
Theme: Manuscript 
Line: 10
Another fresco in mosaic-realized from famous autographs by Jean Bazaine-illustrates the Quartier
Latin: Molière, Rabelais, Robespierre, and Richelieu to name a few. Good luck to recognize each one!

Subway Station: Concorde
Theme: Universal 
Line: 12
All over the Concorde station, a ceramic puzzle reconstitutes the Human Rights Declaration from
Françoise Schein's work.

Subway Station: Hotel de Ville
Theme: History
Line: 1
The mosaic coat of arms of Paris is among an exposition of pictures, engravings and paintings
representing the history of the neighborhood as well as the city hall and its square.

Subway Station: Jaures
Theme: Aerial
Line: 2
On the glass walls of the aerial subway station Jacques-Antoine Ducatez made in 1989 are stained
glass windows. They represent the French flags from the followers who encircled the Bastille prison
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during the French revolution.

Subway Station: Javel-André Citroen
Theme: Industry
Line: 10
In this station, window displays represent André Citroen's life and company. The station seats
recapture the famous logo colors inspired by the gears that Citroen manufactured in 1905.

Subway station: Louvre Rivoli
Theme: Majestic
Line: 1
Reproducing the museum atmosphere, they built the station out of stone. The ceiling, casts, pictures
and bas-reliefs in the corridors recapture the museum ambience.

Subway Station: Palais Royal-Musée du Louvre
Theme: Mexico
Line: 1
The Thought of the Friend Huicholes is a huge fresco realized by the Chamane Santos De La Torre,
made of two-million 2 mm pearls. The fresco became part of the exchange in the thirtieth anniversary
of the cooperation between the Mexican Transportation and Parisian Transport called RATP (régie
autonome des transports parisiens "Autonomous Transit Operator of Paris").

Subway Station: Passy Bir-Hakeim
Theme: Spectacular
Line: 6
Between the station Passy and Bir-Hakeim, the aerial line 6 crosses the river Seine to offer a
spectacular view of the Eiffel tower, especially at night with its illuminations.

Subway Station: Pont Neuf
Theme: Numismatic
Line: 7
In the middle of the station, they display huge reproductions of coins on the vaulted ceiling from one
side to the other. You will also notice the old monetary pendulum.

Subway Station: Porte Dauphine
Theme: Architecture
Line: 12 
In the same style as the station Abesses (line 12); they restored the Guimard Pavilion in October1999
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with warm colors and a rounded glass entrance.

Subway Station: Varenne
Theme: Sculpture
Line: 13

Mounted on the floor-molds, bas-reliefs and pictures are witnesses of Auguste Rodin's art work.
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Formal French

Un homme Combien coûte le ticket Paris-visite ?
Pretty Julie Ça fait vingt-sept euros cinquante !
Un homme Deux tickets, s’il vous plaît.
Pretty Julie Ça fait cinquante-cinq euros s'il vous plaît !

Formal English

A man How much is the ticket Paris Visite?
Pretty Julie It’s 27.50 Euros, please!
A man Two tickets, please.
Pretty Julie It’s 55.00 Euros please!

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender

euro euro noun masculine
faire to cost, to do, to make. verb

coûter to cost verb
combien how much adverb
Ça fait It costs expression

ça it, this, that demonstrative adjective
deux two

vingt-sept 27 twenty-seven numeral adjective
cinquante 50 fifty numeral adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Deux euros. "Ttwo euros."
Cette bouteille coûte vingt-cinq euros. "This bottle costs twenty-five Euros."
L’euro est utilisé en France depuis 1999. "The Euro is used in France since 1999."
Ça fait trente-et-un euros. "It costs 31 euros."
Le billet d’avion coûte neuf cent cinquante euros. "The plane ticket costs 950 euros."
C’est combien? "How much is it?"
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Ça fait dix euros. C'est notre offre de la semaine ! "It costs 10 euros. It is our offer of the week!"
Ça c’est de l’art. "This is art."
Comment ça va ? or Ça va ? "How are you ?" (informal) The word "ça" is a

contraction of "cela" meaning it in English.  We
use it in idiomatic expression as Comment ça va ?
or to refer to objects or thoughts.

Il y a vingt-sept personnes invitées. "There are twenty-seven persons invited."
Il y a cinquante bougies sur le gâteau. "There are fifty candles on the cake."

Grammar Points

Cost of living

To give or ask for the price of things you want to buy, we use the verbs coûter or faire. 

Faire has many meanings and we can use it in many situations. It's as versatile as the verb phrase, "to
do" in English.
Coûter has a specific definition for indicating the financial value of something.

Ask a price:

"How much is it?"

Examples:
Using Coûter- Combien ça coûte?
Using Faire- Combien ça fait?

Give a price:

"It is 2.50 Euros."

Examples:
Using Coûter- Ça coûte 2,50 euros.
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Using Faire- Ça fait 2,50 euros.

Language Expansion:

We may also use Combien to ask for the quantity of something. In this context, its English equivalent
is "how many" or "how much." For example, Combien de poissons rouges tu as? "How many gold fish
do you have?"

Combien de + noun starting with a consonant.
Combien d' + noun starting with a vowel.

Examples:
Combien d'invités il y a? "How many guests are there?"
Vous avez combien d'euros? "How many Euros do you have?"

Cultural Insight

The Parisian Subway.

Evidence of plans to build the métropolitain (or the Nécropolitain, as one humorist dubbed it) existed
as early as 1845, though they did not complete the first line until July 19, 1900.  Line 1, as they still
call it, ran from Porte de Vincennes to Porte Maillot.

They have since extended it from Château de Vincennes to La Défense. Following the construction of
the Eiffel Tower by eleven years, this elegant transportation system stole the show and remains to this
day a model of efficient public transportation.
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Informal French

Tiny Rémi Quelle heure est-il, Madame Cécile* ?
Sweety Aurélie Il est une heure et quinze minutes.
Tiny Rémi Ah une heure et quart, Monsieur placard !
Sweety Aurélie Regarde, Rémi... et là, il est quelle heure, Monsieur Couleur ?
Tiny Rémi Trois heures et demi de l’après-midi, Madame pipi.

* Cécile is a French first name.

Informal English

Tiny Rémi What time is it, Mrs.Twit?
Sweetie Aurélie It’s 1
Tiny Rémi Ah, it’s quarter past one, Mrs. Closet!
Sweetie Aurélie Look, Rémi...and there, what time is it, Mrs. Twit?
Tiny Rémi It’s half past three in the afternoon, Madame Pipi.

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
minute minute noun feminine
heure hour noun feminine

après-midi afternoon noun masculine
quart quarter noun masculine
demi half noun masculine

quelles which adjective feminine
pipi pee noun masculine

couleur color Noun feminine
placard closet noun masculine

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Les heures et les minutes passent. "Hours and minutes fly."
C’est l’heure de partir. "It’s time to go."
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Je travaille le matin et l’après-midi. "I work in the morning and the afternoon."
Il mange le quart du gâteau. "He eats the quarter of the cake."
Quelles places de concert vous voudriez ? Which seats for the concert would you like?
Vous hésitez entre quelles options ? “Which option are you hesitating about?”
L’enfant fait pipi au lit. "The child has pee in bed."
Les couleurs d’automne sont chaudes. “The fall’s colors are warm.”
Il y a beaucoup de placards dans la maison. "There are a lot of closets in the house."

Grammar Points

What Time Is It?

Time runs out! Time flies! Don't waste your time! These are some of the many expressions about time.
But before gaining time, let's see how to ask and tell the time in no time!

Tell the Time the French Way!

French people most commonly use a 24 hour clock to tell the time. For example, instead of saying,
"it's 1:00 PM," they would say "Il est 13 heures," (it's 13 hours). We can use the 12-hour timeframe to
emphasize the time, making a statement as to its being late or early.

The day is divided in five parts:

1. matin: "morning"
2. midi: "midday, noon"
3. après-midi: "afternoon"
4. soir: "evening"
5. nuit: "night"

We most commonly use these phrases in the 12 hour timeframe to specify of which time of the day
you are referring to.

Examples:
Il est 10 h du matin. "It's 10:00 in the morning."
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Il est 10 h du soir. "It's 10:00 in the evening."
Il est 3 h de l'après-midi. "It's 3:00 in the afternoon."
Il est midi. "It's noon."
À midi je vais au restaurant. "I go to the restaurant at midday."

Ask for the Time.

The question to ask for the time is:

Quelle heure est-il?
Il est quelle heure?
"What time is it?"

In these questions, we use the interrogative quelle whose literal translation in English is "which."

The format used in writing is the numbers for the HOUR, the letter h for heure (hour), and the numbers
for the MINUTES. We will find this format on store signs or on leaflets or programs giving schedules
of events.

Cultural Insight

At What Time....

...Do French People Eat?

French people usually serve lunch beginning from noon. The choice hour for French people to get to
restaurants is around one. They usually have a lunch break from noon to 2PM, or 1PM to 2PM. So be
aware if you are traveling in a major city out of the vacation period* to be seated around noon or
12:30PM or after 2PM.

*Summer vacation is from July to August and winter vacation is in December.

Dinner service starts around 7:30PM, and most people go out for dinner around 8:30PM or 9PM. This
becomes the time when the restaurants are crowded.
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...Do French People Drink?

Cafes and bistros open early in the morning to give people the possibility to grab an espresso before
work. In small villages, they may close around 7PM and usually stay open up until 2AM in a larger
town. They are open all day long and serve sandwiches as meals, or small dishes. They usually close
one day a week.

Especially during the summer, French people will take advantage of the long days to socialize with
their friends after work. They may have a drink or enjoy an apéritif before dinner. The aperitif or apero
consists of a snack and a glass of alcohol or other drinks of your choice. The French most commonly
devour these before dinner and sometimes before lunch.
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Informal French

Pretty Julie J'adore la cuisine française.
Clever Rober Moi aussi j'aime surtout le fromage.
Clever Robert Mais je déteste les escargots.
Tiny Rémi Berk moi non plus.

Informal English

Pretty Julie I'm fond of French cuisine.
Clever Robert Me too. I especially like cheese.
Pretty Julie But I hate snails.
Tiny Rémi Me too!

Vocabulary
French English Class Gender
aimer to love verb

français(e) French adjective française (feminine)
cuisine cuisine, kitchen noun feminine
adorer to be fond of, to love verb

escargot snail noun masculine
détester to hate verb

mais but, however coordinate conjunction
fromage cheese noun masculine
surtout especially adverb

berk pfew, yuk interjection
non plus (ne/n' +verbe +

plus = don't + verb +
anymore

not anymore adverb

aussi too adverb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

On aime l'apéritif. "We love the aperitif." (See cultural insight newbie
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lesson # 2)
La chanteuse Vanessa Paradis est française. "The singer Vanessa Paradis is French."
La cuisine est pratique. "The kitchen is convenient."
Il adore sa femme. "He's fond of his wife."
Les escargots ont une coquille. "Snails have a shell."
On déteste le froid. "We hate the cold."
Il va venir, mais plus tard. "He is coming, but later."
Le fromage est servi avant le dessert. "Cheese is served before the dessert."
Nous apprécions surtout l'honnêteté. "He appreciates especially honesty."
Berk, je n'aime pas cette boisson. "Pfew, I don't like this drink."
Tu n'aimes plus les films d'horreur. “You don't like horror movies anymore.”
Elle aussi, elle est d’Algérie. "Her too, she is from Algeria."
J'ai aussi un chien. "I have a dog, too."

Grammar Points

Express Likes and Dislikes"

To talk about likes and dislikes, we use different verbs to express our degree of preference.
The most common verbs of preference are:

Express Likes
J'aime surtout le fromage.
"I especially like cheese."

Infinitive- French "English Translation"
Bien aimer- J'aime bien les échecs. "I like chess."
Aimer- J'aime les aventures. "I love adventures. "
Aimer beaucoup- J'aime beaucoup les romans. "I love novels a lot."
Apprécier- J'apprécie votre amabilité. "I appreciate your helpfulness."
Préférer- Je préfère être en vacances. "I prefer to be on vacation."
Adorer- J'adore les films indépendants. "I'm fond of independent movies."
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Express Dislikes
Berk je déteste les escargots.
"Phew, I hate snails!"

 

Infinitive- French "English Translation"
Détester- Je déteste les réunions ennuyeuses. "I hate boring meetings."
Ne pas aimer- Je n'aime pas les réunions. "I don't like meetings."
Aimer un peu- J'aime un peu chanter. "I hardly like to sing."

Language Expansion:

If you're confused with the verb aimer to talk about something you like but aren't fond of it but rather
simply enjoy, use instead J'aime bien as in

French "English"
J'aime bien marcher. "I like to walk."
J'aime bien lire. "I like to read."

 

Cultural Insight

Snails les escargots

Snail is a food that the French appreciate and foreigners often consider strange. France is the biggest
snail consumer in the world with 40,000 tons consumed per year. Most of the snail production is
artisanaly gathered in its natural environment (about 99%) in Eastern Europe.
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The Hélix Pomatia linné is the only type that has officially earned the nomination of Escargot de
Bourgogne (Burgundy snails), which they prepare with butter, parsley, garlic and spices. Another
famous recipe is Feuilleté aux escargots (snails in flaky pastry). Finally, snail is good for your health
as it is full of calcium, magnesium, and vitamin C.
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